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PREFACE
The study from which this paper emerged was performed in early 1956
during an industrial tour with the Radio Corporation of America, Semi
Conductor Division, currently located at Harrison, New Jersey.
It represents the beginnings of a continuing program by this
division to determine the optimum parameters for operation of transistors
in pulse applications, for example, their use in computers.
This phase was considered concluded with the evaluation of a method
of attack described herein which permitted isolation of the significant
parameters for the grounded emitter stage. This may easily be extended
to include the grounded base and grounded collector configurations. A
similar approach suggests itself for application to the saturated
regions as well.
The writ«a» r wishes to thank Mr. C. Frank Wheatly for suggesting the
theoretical approach used herein which he had successfully employed in
noise studies. He also wishes to thank Mr. A. Lyle Cleland for his
efforts in setting up the program, his guidance throughout, and his
careful evaluation of the results.
He also wishes to thank Dr. L. J. Giacoletto for his assistance
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C D » C Collector capacity to the Intrinsic Base
C^ Diffusion Capacity to the Intrinsic Base
C
c Collector capacity to Intrinsic Base
C
gk Grid t0 C^*10^ Capacity
C
p Grid to Plate Capacity








F(t) Open circuit Applied Step of Voltage
&b'c Collector Leakage Conductance to the Intrinsic Base
gfcie Diffusion Conductance to the Intrinsic Base
8Ce Collector to Tmitter Conductance
g_ Base to Collector Transconductance
Final Value of Base Current




Final Value of Collector Current after the Step or Before
the Step but not Including the Quiescent Current
Total Collector Current
c
[q DC Collector Current
Collector Saturation Current When Both Junctions are Biased
in the Reverse Direction
[C2 Arbitrary Current Assumed in Second Approximation for





f Total Collector Current
Ic i c i Output Conductance Coefficient Divided by
*c'e' Forward Transfer Conductance Coefficient Divided by
Ic i g
Same as Ico approximately
IE DC Emitter Current
£l Current that Flows in the Collector to Emitter Loop
With the Base to Emitter Voltage EJqual to JL Forward
Bias and Normal Collector to Base Reverse, Bias
Applied Greater than .5 Volt.
Io, I, Collector Quiescent Current. Io used in Rise Time Work,
I^ in Fall Time
k Boltzmann's Constant
KQ Relative Permitivity
Lfc Diffusion Length of the Minority Carrier in the Base Region
q Charge of the Minority Carrier
r^i Base Lead Resistance or Base Spreading Resistance
R_ Generator Resistance
R- Load Resistance (Collector)
r Dynamic Plate Resistance
T Absolute Temperature
T Arbitrary Time Constant
TF Fall Time
TR Rise Time
tj_ Time at the 10% or 90% Point (Rise or Fall Respectively)
t
2 Time at the 90% or 10% Point (Rise or Fall Respectively)
V^ig Voltage from Intrinsic Base to Emitter
vc'b' Voltage from Collector to Intrinsic Base
Vce Voltage from Collector to Emitter
viii

V Collector to Emitter Voltage Where C_ Measured
ceo c
V ifci Voltage from Emitter to Intrinsic Base
V^ Voltage from Grid to Cathode
W. Base Width between Points of Zero Electrostatic
Potential Gradient
o(cv Collector to Base Current Gain as a Number Greater
than 1 at 1 KC
<?(cb(tA>) Collector to Base Current Gain as a Function of
Frequency
0(^4 Collector to Emitter Current Gain at 1 KC
C^ce(^) Collector to Tmitter Current Gain as Function of
Frequency
A S Step of Voltage
A I Step of Current
£ Permitivity of Free Space
A qAT
J/n Mobility of Electrons
£
\
Conductivity of Base Material
/j) v Radian Frequency Where cx^b Magnitude is .707 of the
Value at 1 KC
u)a* Radian Frequency Where o<U- Magnitude is .707 of the6







Existing methods of attacking the problem of transient response
of Junction transistors in the active region are reviewed and expanded,
using the hybrid-pi equivalent circuit. Some weaknesses of too much
confidence or reliance on the use of equivalent circuits in any form
are pointed out. Parameter variation with operating point is discussed
for the parameters of importance. Finally, a new approach to the problem
is suggested that is based on the use of equivalent circuits, but in-
cludes relationships to account for the variation of some parameters
with operating point and holds for large signals and most circuit
configurations of practical importance.
2. Definitions
The active region of operation of junction transistors is best
defined using the work of W. M. Webster, M. C. Kidd and W. Hasenberg
"Delayed Collector Conduction, A New Effect in Junction Transistors".
Their drawing of the regions of operation using the collector output
characteristics is reproduced as Figure 1.
The region under consideration in this paper and called the active
region is essentially regions II and III. Careful attention was paid
to not permitting operation in other regions, especially Region I,
the saturation region.

















Pulse Rise Time - The interval between the instants at which
the instantaneous amplitude first reaches specified lower and
upper limits, namely, ten per cent and ninety per cent of the
peak pulse amplitude unless otherwise stated. Designated Tr
in this paper.
Pulse Decay Time - The interval between the instants at which
the instantaneous amplitude last reaches specified upper and
lower limits, namely, ninety per cent and ten per cent of the
peak pulse amplitude unless otherwise stated. Designated Tp
in this paper.
The ten per cent to ninety per cent points are used throughout this paper.
3 . Background
The subject of pulse amplifiers or video amplifiers using the vacuum
tube has received much attention in recent years especially since the
advent of television and radar on a large scale.
On the other hand the subject of the transistor as a pulse amplifier
has in general been treated only where it is used for computer applications
in a saturating condition, either saturation of the transistor or satura-
tion of diodes used in conjunction with the transistor. This is under-
standable since there have not been suitable units cheaply produceable
that could by themselves act as fast switching devices without the use
of saturation to improve their rise and fall times. Today the frequency
range of transistors is constantly being pushed up until it seems
probable that with the advent of the Drift Transistor and other really
high frequency devices, the transistor may be expected to come into its

own as a pulse amplifier at reasonable prices. The work of John L. Moll,
"Large Signal Transient Response of Junction Transistors'^ ', considers
the short circuit case for small signal operation in the active region
and does so only for the ideal current generator and voltage generator.
By using the short circuit case, the author avoids the consideration of
the effects of collector capacity except where it limits the short
circuit case. He uses the T equivalent circuit for his discussion
throughout.
This paper utilizes the hybrid - pi equivalent circuit developed
by L. J. Giacoletto, "Study of P-N-P Alloy Junction Transistor from D-C
through medium frequencies.'^'
The general procedure followed is to break the study into four
parts
:
a. Proceding in the manner suggested by Moll and extending
the method to include collector capacity and generator
resistance.
b. Considerations of the variations of the parameters with
operation point.
c. Development of an approach to eliminate some of the
variation of parameters with operating point.
d. Comparison of actual laboratory measurements with theory.
L. Resume
In general the results agreed with theory very well for the proposed
approach. The quantities required are easily measured and show that
for the range of operation considered, the essential transistor parameters
required to define the unit completely are cKcb» ^ce or ^cb* ^b 1 * ^b'c»
Ico and I (a DC quantity to be defined later). The necessary quantities

from the circuit standpoint are the final value of I
c
or 1^, open
circuit applied voltage or current amplitude, Rg , R^ and quiescent
collector current. "When these quantities are known, total 1^, I , T^,




CALCULATIONS USING SIMPLE SMALL SIGNAL THEORY
1. The Hybrid - pi Equivalent Circuit
The Hybrid - pi equivalent circuit was suggested by L. J. Giacoletto
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W, = base width between points of zero electrostatic potential
gradient
L. = diffusion length of the minority carriers in the base region
Dp = diffusion constant for P-type germanium
A * q/kT 38.6 volts"1 at 27 degrees centigrade
q = charge of the minority carrier
k « Boltzmann's constant
T = absolute temperature
K
e
= relative permittivity (16 for germanium)
\^ = permittivity of free space
A - effective collector area
tl = mobility of electrons
S^ = conductivity of base material
Major assumptions and limitations J
c. Limited to the frequency range, f« P
271M^

d. C™ << the diffusion capacitance,
where i Gj.
e
the transition capacitance of the emitter
junction
e. That the parameters of the equivalent circuit are essentially
constant with operating point
2. Analogy with the Vacuum Tube
The easily drawn analogy with the vacuum tube equivalent circuit
should not be overlooked, wherein the following table of analogies is
pointed out as an aide in considering what is to follow.
TRANSISTOR VACUUM TUBE





Typical values for units used
:
rb'< 100 at IQ s 10 ma, 1000 at Ic * 1 ma.





10 uuf at V^ = 6 voltsce
v- .04 at 1 ma. , .4- at 10 ma.
-w
.5 megohm or greater
rb'c
'^ m«gohm8
3. The Short Circuit Case
Using the grounded emitter circuit, the simplest possible approach
8

1b to assume that the load resistance, R^, is so small that it appears





ASSum€S : Cfcc << C^'e
Figure 3
If E(t), the open circuit voltage, is assumed a step, the following
results may be derived (see Appendix 1 for the derivation) (It should
be noted that a step of current with associated shunt conductance will







rT Ql-e lrt)b« ^ Rebb»+R
ff ^rb.eL g
T« s TP :- 2.2^ 1 + *Ve
rbb' * Rg
Where: U^ h s ^e ra^ian cutoff frequency where <^cb * s «707 times
the low frequency value
°^ cb = short circuit current gain of the grounded emitter
stage.
(2)
This result agrees with the derivations of J. L. Moll v ' since in
the limiting cases of an ideal current generator, Rg equals infinity
and TR = Tp = 2.2/iOCD which agrees generally with Molls derivation for
a step of current /\ I . In the other case of an ideal Voltage generator,
R_ = 0, and:
R r O-ob [1 <-rb , 8/rbb
This is also in agreement with Molls derivation for a step of
voltage A E. Both of these agree exactly with Molls theory provided




The next approximation to the short circuit case is suggested by
the similarity between the feedback capacitor C^
i
c and Cgp of the vacuum
tube. Due to the "Miller Effect" described in "Principles of Radar" w/
pages 229 and 230, the capacitor C,
,
is effectively a larger one tied
between b 1 and the emitter equal to C^iq multiplied by the intrinsic
voltage gain of the stage plus one. Since:
10

A» sg^ and g^ »
1
for all cases in question, effective capacity between intrinsic base
and emitter becomes
:
This gives the simplified equivalent circuit of Figure 4.
WW- >e—aAAA»
/^SSum£:<5 t^T^^bk+R^LCb'c) >->Ct c"R L
8 + *"bfc o
Figure 4




i*bb» + rb'e ** Rg
**'*
+ 1






L rbb.^ RgJL J
ii

These results agree with Moll's definition of the boundary of the region
for the short circuit case. For the units used in comparison with
theory, the CD tc term had to be considered from about RL = 200 ohms for
the accuracies desired.
5. Final Case *
From a consideration of the intermediate case it can be seen that
the other extreme of the short circuit case is when Rr becomes very
large. Hence, if:
*oA°b'o» M^cb
Then C^ tc and R^ will determine the rise and fall times of the stage.
For the units used in this study, at RL = 5000 to 10000 ohms, the factor
^cb^L^b'c becomes most significant.
6. Conclusions and Comments on this Approach
The major problems and other significant comments on this approach
are as follows
:
a. The Tp and T„ are equal only at one particular bias level and
this is different for different bias levels of different units. This
is especially true at zero or small reverse bias on the emitter - base
junction when T™ is much less than T_.
b. Where R_ is very small, a value must be determined for rb ie
and this value is a function of emitter current. This variation is
discussed at length in Chapter 3.
c. This approach assumes a linear relationship between I and V^^,
12

but actually ^ itself is a function of current:
4. = A h
The more accurate expression here is
:
h - I eVb
'e
The use of the first approximation here can lead to appreciable errors
at large signals.
d. When Moll presented his work, he intended to use the results
for operation into the saturated region and hence the length of time
actually in the active region was very short. This leads to smaller
errors in the results. Where large signals are considered wholly in
the active region, these troubles are greatly magnified.
e. Variations of other parameters are important in large signal
operation and are considered in detail in the next chapter.
f. If it becomes possible to make transistors where diffusion
capacity is small and the transition capacity C- becomes significant,
the C^i c term, derived from the other transition capacitance C-, , will




VARIATION OF PARAMETERS WITH OPERATING POINT
1. Theory of Interest
The parameters concerned with the previously derived relations
are herein listed with their approximate equivalence to the physical
transistor. The expressions for c?( cb , Voe » oOcb* and ^ ce
are derived expressions, the derivations contained in Appendix 2.
The remainder are merely the expressions listed in Chapter II with
the essential operating point variables the only quantities of interest
at this point, and hence all other symbols in the original formulas
are replaced with a simple K in each case. The figures given parenthe-
tically after each equation are plots of the dependent variable such
as Cfcie as the ordinate, and the independent variable associated
therewith, in this case I , as the abscissa.
gb i e = l/rb ,e : KIB (Figure 5.)
Cb ,e
- KIE (Figure 6.)
Cb . c =
K/^c"e (Figure 7J
gm







Sb»e +" 6m + gce
^ Cb ^- ^M' (Figure 9.)gb»e*"2b'c
U

IQ = - gfr'e, t Si (Figure 10.
)
cb»e
^cb " Sb'e/^'e (Figure 11.)
Sb'c a V/fvce
Bee " WP*
Where the K as used in the above expressions is
different in each case.
2. Curves of Measured Parameter Variations with Operating Point
(Figures 5 to 12)
Only significant parameter variations are plotted. Little variation
of iVvi with operating point is noted except a sharp increase at very
low I . This is not considered significant to this discussion, but
should be considered if exceptionally small currents are involved, that
is, currents less than 1 ma. total.
The variations of gce , and g^t Q were not plotted since they are
only of interest here to the extent that they influence o< c^ and c\ ce
which were plotted.
3. Correlation with Theory
No attempt is made to correlate the data that follows with theory.
This is adequately covered in the references. These curves are for
alloy junction transistors and give a good indication of the variations
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4. Methods for evaluating Parameters that Vary with Operating Point
in Large Signal Operation
The following methods were evolved for treating those parameters
that vary with operating point:
r^, The average value and time mean were both tried with
, the latter yielding the best results. Values were
calculated using the relationship that r^i = *b/A
where iv is the instantaneous value of base current.
These methods were especially unsuccessful for fall
time and for rise time where Rg < 500 ohms.
Cb ie Not needed
C^tc The value of Cc measured with the emitter - base loop
open in the grounded base configuration is very nearly
equal to C^ig at the measurement voltage, Vce0 . Other
values of CD i c may be obtained from the relationship:
ce
The value for the average Vce during the step was found
to give satisfactory results for rise time and 1.5
times this value for fall time. For the situation
where the &bi c term becomes the controlling factor,
the time mean will give better results.
NOTE: Appendix 3 shows a series expansion that may be








s the final value of the collector current
after the step, and Ico = the applied collector
supply voltage.
gnj No attempt was made here to evaluate this parameter since
it does not actually appear in the final expressions, but
since g^ is used in the derivation as if it were a constant,
errors result.
c?< c
An average value is best but the value at 1 ma. gives
satisfactory results as long as^great accuracy is not
desired. Herein the use of °^ CD is recommended.
o(
c^
An average of the maximum value and a low current value
gives the best results. These are small signal AC measure-
ments at about 1 KC. The large signal DC c^cb measurements
were investigated and found to give even poorer agreement
with actual measurements than a simple value of the small
signal °^CD at 1 ma. and much worse than the average
suggested above.
yO oe An average here is best as in the o^ cfc considerations
but merely the use of the 1 ma. value gives reasonable
results. The direct measurement of ^CD was found to
give the best results and is recommended.
LQ e^ An average is best also but here again as in the cKf CD




5. Transfer Characteristic Linearity
The transfer characteristic linearity also effects the rise and
fall time considerations. Figure 13 shows examples of a normal unit,
that is, one with linear transfer characteristic and one with very bad
o< CD falloff at high collector current. This effect in a unit results
in very unpredictable operation as a pulse amplifier. Units with non-
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CHAPTER IV




L. J. Giacoletto derives the theoretical equation for collector
current from the work of Shockley as:
Ic.- I . a = J.... e
AW*I„ ,„,e AVc'b-c's c'e* " ° " ' Ac'c
Where the notation is explained in '3'
f
except here small letter sub-
scripts are used instead of capitals as in the reference. This equation
is also discussed by J. J. Ebers and J. L. Moll, "Large Signal Behavior
(7)
of Junction Transistors" .
The expressions V
e i^i and Vc i^, are negative quantities in the
sense written here. The normal sense for the quantity Ve i^i in this
paper is V^, which is a small positive quantity. The voltage V ,,,
is about equal to Vce for the regions under consideration and except
at the saturated region is a relatively large negative quantity, always
equalling Ecc - i^. Hence, since A = 38.6 volts at 27°C, the
second term on the right in the above equation is normally negligible
for the regions here considered and is disregarded.
Rewriting the expression for collector current in the notation
of this paper:







el * Current that flows in the collector to emitter loop with
o
normal back bias at the collector junction of Ecc J> .5 volt
and forward bias at the emitter junction of l//\ volts.
This is a very small quantity and hence could not be measured
directly without difficulty. Appendix 3 shows a simple
method for measuring this quantity. It is interesting to
note here that this quantity does not appear in the rise
time and fall time formulas, but is necessary when one desires
to find the amplitude of voltages and currents concerned with
the operation of the circuit.
I
co
= Collector saturatidn current when both junctions are biased
in the reverse direction.
The method for obtaining the expressions that follow is worked out
in detail in Appendix 3. The basic procedure used is as follows:
a. Assume a good approximation of the collector current and solve
for the necessary values that would make the applied open circuit
voltage a step for the assumed output current. For example: assume
_
—t/T
I * Io •/- Ic (l - e ) where the notation conforms with that in
the Appendix.
V /
b. Set this equal to IQ e
*c
-t/T




d. Expand the In term in a series. For a first approximation,
keep the first term of this expansion only, keeping more and more terms
as the accuracy demands . In Appendix 3
.
» this is worked out for one
term and two terms for rise time and one term only for fall time. This
was because a method of obtaining approximately the same accuracy for
fall time with only one term was found while rise time required two terms.
e. Solve for 1^ and ultimately for the applied open circuit step
of voltage which is approximated by assuming a T = —=— and solving
n
^cb
for n such that E(t) contains no exponential terms and hence approximates
a step to the accuracy of the number of terms of the expansion kept
in part d. above.
2. Results Using This Method
The results of the application of this method to numerous assumed
conditions of the circuit as derived in Appendix 3 are summarized below:
a. Rise Time
(1) For the approximation (If o<cb RlC^'c <*< — )Web
For use where I
c << I + I~
(rbb , +Rb )(I3 ^-Ic) i fl3 + \
cb A L Jo
-
Vb »e * In (h±M - I *c
Iv = !c e-^ . h+h


















A(Rg^ rbb')(l^ Ic )
H / 1
->. cb + 1 / ""?
—
At*7T7—)Tjm > i ^<*TR s °<*
g
+ rbb»)(I 3 +IC )
The symbol meanings are as follows
t
I
, I s defined in the first part of this chapter
E(t) = open circuit applied step of voltage
1^ « total base current
T = total collector current
c
I„ = final value of collector current after the transient
but not including I
3
Io = quiescent collector current minus I
A = 38.6 volts'1 at T. 27 C. = qAT
R s generator resistance
8
rbb' = base lead resistance
^ . s base to collector current gain. See Chapter III on
variation of parameters
(yj . = Radian frequency where 'Kcb is • 707 of the magnitude
of the low frequency value.
31

It should be noted that if the substitutions of I. + I = I« and
3 c **
A I * ftn and c^cb/ 8m = ^D'e are ma<^°» this expression reduces to
the one in Chapter II, which is a good check on the work thfts far. Thus
we see that the use of one term of the series approximation is about
equivalent to the approach of Chapter II and will be useful at relatively
large R„ only. However, even carrying the approach this far gives a
more useful rpsult containing an expression for the bias current, etc.,
and gives a better insight into the meaning of various parameters and
where they should be measured.
(2) For the one term approximation (where C^i is significant)
For use where I « IQ + Io
s(t) , (rbb.^-va, +i ) i ln rilii i
<*cb A i I J
Where:
J




^ cb + 1
;
+ rbb»)(I + i3 !
cK cb^f
n=







A. K,RL tg b






K_ = C_(V )"2 V „ is the value at which C. is measured,





A< Rg + rbb')dC + I3>
f 1 I ^cb ^cc)* V Ecc 2ECC
.5 <)S^iA
E,cc
Then some other approximation to G^, should be used such as the one
given in Chapter III, hence t
u =



















= Collector supply voltage
IL = Collector load resistor.
(3) For the two term approximation (If ^ cbRL^b'c ^ ^/oO u)




rbb' )(Ic + T 3 } . -L. / I3 tle
^< Cb A i
Ve*m 1_
A
I I,tl I - I -t/T 2T * (t T ^2 "2t/TIn 3 T c - 1C Q2 e . <;ic2 ** ^c ~ 1 <^2 ) e
Io J
c * h 2(I + I3)


















A( R^rbb ,)(lc ^i3 )
.+1 \ l^ob/ ,
Ic2 « Ic
(4.) For the tuo term approximation (where C^i is significant)












A<Rg ^ rbb')dc + I 3)
+1
1 , c^cb^L


















°b-c - Cc I y^ as before
ce
b. Fall Time :
(1) For the one term approximation (If
^cb^L^ ' c^ VMjUJ
where I
c
< 1^ * Ic
E(t) = dq^V^^^b') + JL_ in /l^I fl
^cb ^ ( i
Vb ,e =




Jo 2I4+ Ic e-VT








c = h * xc e
"t/T








l /\(Rg ? ^0(21, -r-.95I„)
fl





£k ti 2o< cb_ *-l
A (Rg
*- rbb')<2I4* -"c> A^g^'bb'X^ *.95Ie ) j
<^cb
The symbols here have the same meanings as in the rise time considerations
with I here corresponding to I, in the rise time formulae.
(2) For the one term approximation (where C^ t is significant)
where I
c < l^f Iq








ZZlS* +l *°Ccb f i '
/TCRg+ rbb ,)(21^-f.llc ) /\( Rg^rbb ,) (2I^ -95Ie)
L. + °<cb
K





















3. Comments on the Results
The above approach was used in an attempt to obtain correlation
with theory to within 10 per cent. The results and a comparison with
measured values are the subject of Chapter V.
In general, if closer correlation with theory is desired, it could
be achieved by considering more terms of the various series and using
the same approach to solve for the desired result, however, as can be
seen from the two term approximation for rise time, this leads to very
cumbersome expressions at best.
This same approach can easily be extended to include the grounded
base and grounded collector stages. Also by considering the approximations
to the basic equation that may be employed in the saturated region, this
method may be extended to include this region for rise time and fall
time. To employ a similar attack on storage time seems possible, but






No attempt was made to correlate voltage gain with theory, only
rise time and fall time being considered.
The basic procedure followed was first to compare measurements on
a number of units for the case where there were the least number of
variables, namely, where C^tc was not important, where Rg was large
enough to assume a step of current at the base, using constant drive
and I^ essentially zero. Then with this comparison as a starting point,
typical units are used to compare theoretical with measured values for
a wide range of variation of Rg , R^, I, and Ic (final value).
2. Discussion
a. Figure H shows a plot of TR against 1/^qd which is the only
variable remaining when the conditions described above are imposed.
Twenty-seven units are plotted with a range of cX b (average) :^rom
25 to 133 and a spread of £v CD of nearly two octaves. Agreement here
is within 1056 for all units checked. The line is theory, the dots measured,
b. Figure 15 is a similar plot for fall time using the same units.
Agreement here is only within 20% for all units, but this is far better
than that obtained when it is assumed that rise time and fall time are
about the same, which even under these conditions will give errors as
high as 200%. The line is theory, the dots measured.





















= 93 ohms to R
g
50000 ohms for a typical unit and compares
both the one term approximation and the two term approximation with
actual values. At very low R
g ,
the agreement with theory is only
within 20* for this unit. This represents the maximum observed error
at low R.
S
d. Figure 17 shows a similar plot for fall time. Here correlation
is very good over the whole range of variation considered, ftjr cent
errors were fairly large at very low R
g
for some units, but measurements
at tenths of microseconds are subject to larger per cent errors also.
e. Figures 18 and 19 show variation of fall time and rise time
with R^ over the range from RL = 50 ohms to \ = 2000 SI and agree
well with theory for the range considered.
f. Figure 20 shows variation of fall time and Io. Agreement here
is good also. Under the conditions imposed, fall time is essentially
constant with I- except at very small signals, which, are not considered
here.
g. Figure 21 shows the variation of rise time with the final value
of the collector current transient. Agreement here is erratic because
an average value of o( CD and i*)CD were used, and at low Ic , these are
least accurate. This is essentially a plot of variation of rise time
with drive.
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1. The following conclusions were drawn from this study:
a. The most Important single parameter of the transistor as used
for pulse amplifier service in the grounded emitter configuration is
U)
ctj.
This is currently determined almost entirely by diffusion
time, but when commercial units are available where this factor is
greatly reduced, transition capacities may be most significant.
b. Collector capacity is significant under certain conditions
(where o^cfcRLCbiQ becomes significant compared to l/oOct>) and seems
destined to become the final limiting factor on frequency response of
units of the future, at least when used in the grounded emitter
configuration.
c. The value of r^t becomes significant to some extent at low
values of R_ and should not be overlooked.
d. The most important external circuit parameters are generator
resistance, R_ and load resistance Rl» Judicious use of proper values
o
here will greatly enhance circuit performance. It should be noted in
this connection that in a two stage cascade amplifier with low values
of R^, driven from a low source impedance, it is possible to have the
total rise time and the total fall time about equal the rise time of
one stage if the operating point is chosen so that the quiescent
collector current is essentially zero.
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e. The expressions derived are large signal expressions and should
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TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF THE LINEAR EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
USING LAPLACE TRANSFORMS, AND VARIOUS APPROXIMATIONS
To find the transient response of the approximate transistor using
the short circuit case suggested in Chapter II, making use of Laplace
Transform notation since a linear relationship is assumed:
COf
Figure 23
If a step of voltage is applied, using Thevenin's Theorem at xx
replace by:
Lf ft











Rg+ *bb» * rb'e 1
and: fi /
rb'g V IIMV rbb« * rb'e/ T
*™ (^W>) 1= %P
where J p = & + $(As $ the normal Laplace operator
thenx







Vb'e " 7jl i1 ' e "^V










1 i V~W WbJ
+
^bb' + rb'e |_ J
since
:
We ' ^cb , ; cv = °° cb *• Appendix 2b»e°b«e
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h '' h t rbb ' * *b «e £ J
If a step of current 1/p is applied with shunt conductance G_,
the results are the same except the voltage is replaced by current and
R - hence,*
c rbb« +- pb«e^ Rg B
In this simple approach, TR Tp and is found as follows from the
10 per cent to the 90 per cent point, calling t^ the time associated
with the 10$ point and t2 the time associated with the 90% point:




" Rg^ rbb^ rb'e
hence t



















T = t - t, = ^ I l
R 2 T. u)^ rbt e0O ob H-
rfcb* +• Rg
Using the method suggested in Chapter II for treating C^i c , since
capacitors in parallel add, C^i multiplied by the voltage gain of the
intrinsic transistor adds to C^ig. This only changes the time constant,
hence J
rb'e^ rbb' * RgWrbb' + V (Cb'e+ «mRLCb. C )
since t
vTcTTI = ^cb , Vb'e " <*cb as beforeb'e^b'e




















DERIVATIONS OF c^ cb , o<^ t U>chf uJ^
USING THE HYBRID - PI CIRCUIT
If °<






(ft. I ghtn) - J^Ob'O
^b'e + gb'c^ 5- J^( cb'e + Cb»c^





2 (Cb t e -^ Cb , c )
2
Define U>CD as the frequency at which the magnitude of ^cb^) ifl
1/ |2 times the low frequency value, ^cb*
hence :
n -
^ 2ob'c(°b'« tCW"7 - jJ""°b'c - ^'e^b'o
^ (tO) s c^cb JL ^gm " gb'c)(gbS^gb'cJj [gm-gb'c gb (e^ gb'o
1+ tO 2 / Cb'e 1





~ gb | c
gb'e + gb'e
gm




determined by the relation:
2
1 -
^K2 Cv,JCb'e^Cb , c)
'cb
wb»c









gb'e gb'e + gb'e
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i i + tfib
cb'e "^ cb' c
gb'e + Sb'c
or:













(gm + gb'c^gb'e+gb'c)2 (gb'e + gb'c)^
=
Since:
gb , c -c<< gm


























(a\ - fk!® « 1 2 D.





Similarly, solving for <^CQ (^) to the intrinsic base; if o( ce (^)
is defined as the short circuit current gain of the grounded base
stage.
j (ud\ '
~~ ^m "" ^ce = ~ gm ~ See
°< ce yb'e^ym + yce (gb'e-'- gm + 8Ce )+ ^ Cb'<
=




,,,2(gb'e* gm+- gce>"*^ cb
Define the U)-m as the frequency at which the magnitude of c< ce (^
)
ce





















gm A L .*c
gb'e^ ^ /\(L + Ie ) Ib^ *c
Therefore: 0O~a derived from the relation:C9
l+OO. Cmb'e
cb gb'a^ gm^ gce>
JL
r 2 1 f ^cb
Cb»e
gb'e "+ gm'1*" gce>
or:
1 - i * /
b ' 9
^ce gb . e + em + gce
s
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D. Haneman, "Expressions for the <Xi Cut-Off Frequency in Junction
Transistors"^ ' points out that due to the approximations by some
authors, this expression is in error. Actually:
wb
where: „ w
K • 2.4-3 for -J2 = and larger values for _fe > .
Lb Lb
Haneman' s remarks apply to the hybrid - pi circuit. Also, this was
worked out for the intrinsic base disregarding ^ ( . 00 ce w*ll ^e
a function of r^t as measured, since this measurement can only be
made at the extrinsic base. In this connection see R. L. Pritchard,
(8)
"Frequency Variation of Junction Transistor Parameters'^ '. Thus,
to use the CAJCQ measurement in the grounded emitter calculations,
the measurement would have to be corrected for r^i and then related
to (A^ in the formulas by the expression:
^ce i 1#2 oi cb , at )& « 0, etc.
00 cb Lb
For this reason, in this paper, \A)
e
v was measured directly through-
out and used that way. This writer believes this will give generally
better results.
A check of the values of (/) , measured directly and as calculated
was made using curves to correct for r^i and then using the expression:
IaJ v =
°° c%M' ob l-2
-<cb




vera all taken at the same operating point. The disagreement was













Assume \- X, + IC (1 - •+*) - *o >' 9/K
where K .
l.kT. -1
A q 38.6 volts
at T = 27
U
C
k = Boltzmann's constant
o
T « Temperature in Kelvin
q = Charge of the minority carrier
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>.5" v a /t
Figure 26
E^ ]> .5 volt
E = ~ in 1000 or ^ In 100 = rA; 6.9 =
2 q q Jo.o









« Final value of collector current after signal is applied






Vb , e *
K In 'll t £c (i . e-
t/T







Cb'e» Kl Jc Ki' A rl
V^- ^ =KKi T c e
-t/T
c T
KX K L ^/Tc e
-t/T W,
^cb^cb T
Since Kl K r — = ^^
where W. e base thickness
D = diffusion contact for p-type germanium.
It
The derivation of the relationship is contained in Appendix II.
b 1 2 o^cb
Ic (1 - e^/T) I„








and In (l - x) « - x - 1/2 x 2 - 1/3 x 3
- 1 < x < 1
Therefore:
J




Assume T - i
n^cb
Then for a first approximation to a step of voltage for E(t)
,






o< b A I3 + I °<cb
n= X °<cA CD + 1
*1 <-b + V
at t
x
I, I, + .1 I
I
3















t T In 10
•'•
*o
- ln fin = T ln 9
Case 2 - For a better approximation.














I « * s an arbitrary current to be derived,
Ve * K In \+ K ln ^I3 + Icl (l - e~t/T ) + Ic2 (l - e'2t/T )J























- !li£l e^ ?Licl e"t/T . \h2 ,-A+
©<" cb <K cb o< cb X'cb ^cbT o( cb
2 Rn I„o -2t/T<1 Ac2
+_________ -,- .
o^cb^cb T nkH^) +•
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t\ In 1 - Tcl e-^ - *Q2 e"2^
A L Jc + h hi-b
where
:
i 3n r, ^1 .-
t/T joj..-2^
A Me t- 13 I + I3 + 2(I +I3 >
Assume T "
n t^cb




ol + Ic2 or, Icl
= I - Ic2




c2 Ic2 [jo- ^2^
/\ci
c










2Vc2 +^ c °
1_ i




A W ^'V' =
icz
2








C2Io^3^ ^c^3) - c+l3+ 7^ (lctl3): - I















or Ic2 r K^-KA / 1-/2Ie I
2 1/2
Solving for tQ :
1 = 1, + ia, (1 - e-
t/T
) + ie? (1 -
.-«V*,








Q n -/• T V * I , e-tl/T . t a-2tl/T




















Assuming t^ = .104. T and since I = ^cY^ Jc2




Hence tQ * T ln I << I
unless IC2 <C^ I_, for really accurate results, the factors .9 and
.1 above must be corrected to the more accurate values of t-. and t2
and then the most accurate value determined by successive approximations,
However, for most values, the above is very close since even if
R^ s
"^cb wh^ *1 *8 an exceedingly small value, IC2 * .026 ma at
room temperature and Ic « 1 ma, even if I- * hence even in the
extreme, the error is reasonable.






= I3 «M ( 1 - e~t/T ) = IQ e
Vb ' e/K
Vvi = K In f fKlnb 9
-L




h *— * cb'e s Kl Jc » Cb'c " (V„Jl/2
©Cob ce
gm Rl K5





















K6 K5 RL / Ic? e~
t/T




K, RL Ic K $ RL
2
IC (I3 +IC ) e-t/T . Kgl^V Q-2t/T
^cbl^cb T T(Ecc )t
+
2 T (Scc )3/2 2T(Scc )3/2
since: (l - x)n = 1 - nx +4^ x2 - n(n;l) (n-2) x . . .2 3 /
Ud. 3ti >*«!+* 3sJi + 3/8 <is_3: )2TO* l » ' E
1 (I3 <- Ic ) RL












E(t) = ( I ? + Jc) Rl . Vl a-tA + KS RA*1 Q-t/T + !^V^Le*^






















where I ln (X .
A
-t/T I- .-t/T ! 1,2 -2t/T
I3+ Io
c e
/\UC + i3 ) 2ATv^ijy
2 j




























2.3T - .IT f-.1T - ,9T
IA- s .637
2.2






























tQ = T In 9
Another approach to the C^,
c
problem
Assume Cb i c is about constant
v
dVb'e
h s Jc < Kl + A RL cb , c )' -^
-t/T




1 * <*cb U)cb RLcb'c ) Jc e*t/T
c^cb t^cb T
I
, h3 Ic (1 - «"t/T ) Ic (1 + <*cb U4b RL Cb . c ) e
"t/T
b cx'cb o<cb c^cb (Xcb T
E(t) same as before without Cb t c term except term:
*c e-^ i8 now *c< * + <*cb ^cb RL Cb'c) e^/T
^cb U^cbT cK'cb ^cb T
Assume T * l/n 60 cb as before
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. 1^ n Ie (1 -)- c*eb cOcb \ Cbic)^ ! j I9 L Q
n (1+ °<cb ^cb RL Cb i e ) « °f^ % + 1C
A R1 (I3 + Jc>
n = /*<* + 1
1 + °<cb ^cb RL Cb'c
Using the simple approach for C^i c for Case 2:
l s l+^cb^cbRLCb-c jicl .-VT + £c2_ e-2t/t
2
*cb ^ob L T T
Iv same as before except I? term changed.
E(t) same as before except changes terms from I~
™_ °^cb -i- 1Therefore: n = ——- «/i^vnjy
1 + *cb <^cb «LCb'c











putting in the value of n cancels out constant so value of I2 is
unaffected by this term.
Solving for Kc -








Numbers for units being used:
Ka = relative permativity * 16 for germanium
£ * permativity of free space « 1/36T x 10"^ farads/meter
2 —8 2
A = junction area in meters = Tfx 6.42 x 10 meters
c
2
yj^ = mobility of electrons in n-type germanium in meters /vblt
sec. = .38 for £ 100 mhos/meter
£?v = conductivity of n-type germanium in mhos/meter = 100
mhos/meter
K
5 . 2.8$ x 10"
17
^ 27.5 x KT12
(VC9
)i (.107x10-11 vce )^ (vce )*
therefore K c = 27.5 x 10*"
12
5
Another method for an approximate value practically is:
ceo c 5




Case 1: Same equivalent circuit without C^i c
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= I f- I e "* o
e
where the symbols are as in the rise time derivations except
1/ here corresponds to I- in the rise time expressions.
V.
,
= K In \ + K In ( I. + I e"t/T )b»e J- U c
I
x




- Cb , 9 IV. : - _is e^T
<Jt oCcb KJcb T








-t/T 1 , /I/ \
T Ic -t/T
+ \ In (1+jJ
• ) + E
£
Where E = initial value of step





-t/T 2 1 e-t/T
fi
A(2i.f i fl-t/T )4 C
Let T = 1/n wJcb
(1-n) Jl







^ Rl (2I^Ic e~V1 )







= T In 10
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n « 1 +
2
^ cb
1 A % (2 I, + .95 Ic )
n r 1 -/-
2 °<cb
2 /\Ri (2 IA +.364 Ic )
_1_ , T - _i
1
"i^cb 2 n2^cb
t = T. In 10 - T, In 1.1102 J-
In practice, .1 works better here than .364 due to the other
terms in the series that were disregarded.
,-t/T
To include Cb , c as before Ic = 1^ -f-Ic
T = - _Jc ••*% "5 HL I ,-tA K, tf I. !
cc
c^cb^cbT T (E )* 2 T (EC(J )3/2
2 T (Ecc )
3/2
°^ cb °\ cb
«(t) = 1^ + ii »*t/T - ^"l »-t/T
,
K
5 h "l *c e-t/T
+






Rl RL2lc^ a-t/T^ K 5
R
l VV e-2t/T
2 T (Ecc )
372"
































+ 2 Ecc + 2 EC(,
1
.364. was not used as the coefficient of the term RL c since many
2 E,
cc
terms that follow add to this number and eventually they would
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Increase it to one in the limit and hence one is a better approximation,
t s T^ In 10 - T, In 1.11
o 2 1








* A Ri(2I^ + .95 Ic )





* A\ (21, -r .JU Ic )
14
°<cb W eb RL cb'c
etc.
In practice this formula works better in all cases tested if
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